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From 31st July to 4th August, TDDP hosted an exhilarating
workshop on Bboying and Rapping led by mentors at TDDP
Bboy Kancha, MC Heam, and MC Josh at Pearl Academy.
Designed like a festival, the workshop saw participants eagerly
delve into hip-hop history, crafting their own performances.
Despite the challenge of teaching 30 students in just 5 days,
the mentors’ dedication was admirable. Attendees creatively
fused their passion for fashion design with hip-hop trends,
delivering unforgettable performances like a rap on fashion
and a powerful piece addressing the importance of respecting
women. Their spirit of collaboration was exemplary, revealing
these budding talents’ incredible potential.

In the bustling hip-hop culture of Mumbai, TDDP has emerged as a
beacon of talent and learning. Shreyash Onkar Chapre (a.k.a S49)—a
proud TDDP alumnus—recently showcased his gift at the Echo
OnebyTwo event with ‘#Rap93’. This wasn't just a regular show... it was
a melting pot of wisdom, experience, and raw talent. The event
illuminated the intricate interconnected between rap and hip-hop culture
which was a revelation for many. With an electric atmosphere, everyone
attending absorbed invaluable lessons on skill enhancement, constant
motivation, and the essence of humility. The seasoned artists radiated a
sense of humbleness that reiterated that true artistry is grounded and
inclusive. Every artist, regardless of their stature, found an encouraging
space here—a testament to TDDP's impact on the community.

TDDP x ROPOSOTDDP x ROPOSO
In a groundbreaking collaboration, TDDP has teamed up with Roposo
—India’s premier video-sharing social media platform. This partnership
paves the way for TDDP talents to shine on a global stage, offering
them the chance to livestream on the Roposo App and introduce their
unparalleled skills to a vast audience worldwide. A notable highlight
from this initiative was a dazzling display by our Graffiti artists who
mesmerized viewers by crafting exquisite lettering on canvas. Stay
tuned for more such scintillating showcases!.

Stay tuned for
more updates
on our future
endeavours
and the
incredible
talents we
continue to
nurture here
at TDDP!

ECHO'S ONEBYTWOECHO'S ONEBYTWOECHO'S ONEBYTWO

We're thrilled to share an incredible milestone! TDDP joined forces with Socials—an artistic collaborative hub—
for a truly unforgettable opportunity. Our talented artists at TDDP came together to record the captivating
video for 'Hindustan Ki Awaaz', released on 15th August. With unwavering dedication and teamwork, this
project truly embodies the spirit of unity. The video's release stands as a testament to the remarkable synergy
between these artists and collaborators. Kudos to everyone involved for their passion and hard work!


